
 

 

 

     

Instructions:    
 

Pink and Purple tag 

1. Tape watercolor paper strip to firm surface. 

2. Swipe distress stains across paper then spritz with water. Sprinkle salt on tag. Let tag dry completely. 

3. Brush salt off tag. 

4. Peel ornament shapes off adhesive page, dip one side in glitter then press onto tag. 

5. Die cut "Rejoice" from Rose Garden paper using adhesive sheet and banner from Periwinkle paper. To cut a 

"V' on both ends of banner cut half way in die cut machine then turn die around and cut the other half. 

6. Draw cords above ornaments. 

7. Attach sentiment to banner then pop up banner using thin dimensional squares. 

8. Mat tag with Periwinkle paper, punch hole in top and thread twisted embroidery floss through hole. 

 

Blue and Green tag 
 

1. Tape watercolor paper strip to firm surface 

2. Swipe distress stains across paper then spritz with pearl ex spray. Let tag dry completely. 

3. Stamp letter background in Peacock Feather ink 

4. Peel star shapes off adhesive page, dip one side in glitter then press onto tag. 

5. Die cut "Noel" from white paper using adhesive sheet on top of the paper instead of underneath. Remove 

adhesive sheet and dip adhesive side of word in glitter. Cut banner from Spring Meadows paper. To cut a 

"V' on both ends of banner cut half way in die cut machine then turn die around and cut the other half. 

6. Attach sentiment to banner then pop up banner using thin dimensional squares. 

7. Mat tag with Spring Meadows paper, punch hole in top and thread twisted embroidery floss through hole. 

 

 

 

Designer Name: Heather Telford 

 

Penny Black Products Used: 51-060 Exultations, 

51-053 A Pocket Full, 1999L Letter Background, #14 Rose 

Garden, #13 Periwinkle, #06 Spring Meadows paper 
 

Additional Products: Evergreen Bough, Pine 

Needles, Chipped Sapphire, Milled lavender, Dusty 

Concord, Worn Lipstick Distress Stains; Peacock Feather 

Distress Ink; Scrapbook Adhesives by 3L: Adhesive Sheet, 

Thin Dimensional Adhesive Squares, 3D Foam Stars, 3D 

Foam Christmas Shapes, EZ Runner Adhesive; Fabriano 

watercolor paper; Embroidery Floss;  Pearl Ex 

interference green spray;  copper gel pen; colored 

glitter 

 

 

 

 


